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Abstract. This document shows the required format and appearance of a manuscript prepared for
Agriculture journal. The abstract should consist of a single paragraph containing no more than 300
words. It should be a summary of the paper and not an introduction. Because the abstract may be used
in abstracting and indexing databases, it should be self-contained (i.e., no numerical references) and
substantive in nature, presenting concisely the objectives, methodology used, results obtained, and
their significance. A list of up to five keywords should immediately follow, with the keywords separated
by commas and ending with a period.
Keywords: Agriculture, Farm, Wheat, Semi-arid, Sétif.

INTRODUCTION
This document shows the suggested format and appearance of a manuscript prepared
for Agriculture journal. Accepted papers will be professionally typeset. This template
is intended to be a tool to improve manuscript clarity for the reviewers. The final
layout of the typeset paper will not match this template layout. The last paragraph
should contain the aim of the research and the questions to be answered. The text
will be edited at one-line space down from INTRODUCTION with Calibri 12, first line,
alignment justified
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In this section, the authors will present concise and complete the information about
place of studies, materials and procedures used. The text will be edited at one-line
space down from MATERIALS AND METHODS with Calibri 12, first line, alignment
justified.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
This section has to be configured in accordance with the aim of research. The authors
will present the main results in a logical manner in tables, graphics and figures. The
results will be commented and interpreted from scientific point of view, with
references to the data presented in specific literature. Data used in the comparative
analysis must indicate the source of references. The same data/information presented
in a table must not be repeated in figure. The text will be edited at one-line space
down from RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS with Calibri 12, first line, alignment justified.
Illustrations, tables and figures will be presented within the text at the appropriate
location in their original format (Microsoft Word, Excel, jpeg, bmp ...etc.)
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Table 1. Recommended fonts and sizes.
Style name
Article Title
Author Names
Author Affiliations
Abstract
Keywords
Heading 1
Body Text
Figure caption
Table caption

Brief description
14 pt, bold
12 pt, bold
10 pt
10 pt
10 pt
12 Pt, bold (in Capital letters)
12 pt
11 pt
11 pt

Figure 1. Google scholar citation score of Agriculture journal in January 2018

CONCLUSIONS
In this section the authors will briefly present the main results of the research.
Conclusions will be concisely and clearly expressed. Each conclusion will start with a
new line, without numbers or bullets. The text will be edited at one-space line down
from CONCLUSIONS, with Calibri 12, first line, alignment justified.
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The text will be edited at one space row down from ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS, in Calibri 11, no
indentation, alignment justified.
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